Sun, Sand & Surf

STANTHORPE | 11-12th November 2014
Workshop Notes
Day 1.

!

We were introduced by Peter With, and with many thanks to Peter and to the
Regional Arts & Development Fund, Southern Downs Regional Council and Arts
Queensland for making this workshop possible!

!

Mark introduced the day with firstly the idea that painting is a celebration, and that
the approach he wants you to take with you is the idea that painting can be about
having fun, and playing. You are more creative and productive when you get out of
your own way.

!

In saying that though, Mark explained that after this workshop there will be a
period of adjustment between your perception skills and physical skills. There may
be a time of frustration and challenge for you while your physical skills catch up
with your newfound perception skills.

!

Mark went into a little bit of theory about setting yourself up so that there is
freedom in your painting process. With that thought in mind, this is why you have
been given a LARGE PALETTE! This enables you to give yourself permission to
take up space, and create freedom to paint.

!

Your palette is your workspace, and where your mistakes should happen. The
canvas is your “glory” area.

!

Dish up PLENTY OF PAINT! Pretend someone else is paying for it. If you don’t
have enough paint out, you will be potentially interrupted out of your “zone”.
When you’re in your “zone” the last thing you need is interruption to this. Dishing
up enough paint keeps you in the zone as long as possible.

!
A Bit More Theory:
!
Mark introduced three concepts that we’ll be focussing on today:
!
• Conceptual Skills
• Physical Ability
• Perception Skills

!
Today is about developing your perception skills and conceptual skills.
!
!

Conceptual Skills:

!

This is your spin on the image. Is the concept (of the image you want to paint)
compelling to you? If it is, that’s great! You’re not painting for anyone else!
Having said that we want to make a piece that is compelling in some way. Your
conceptual skills can modify an image (perhaps something as simple as cropping)
and make it somehow “something else”. And yours.

!
Physical Ability:
!

This is the ability to move your paint around. If you practise your physical skills
this will eventually also enhance your perception and conceptual skill areas.

!
Perception Skills:
!

As artists and humans, we notice when things don’t look right. (For example the
sunlight shining through a bushfire, instantly looks strange). As artists we should
take this further and go beyond this, to see what is wrong, or find the nuance, and
investigate.

!

Our brains don’t tend to see everything after a while (“cat sat on the mat”
exercise). We stop noticing the minutiae in the world. As artists we need to look
at everything like it’s the first time we’ve noticed it. These nuances are the things
you can exaggerate and share with the world.

!

Painting is a lot about creating illusion - knowing some tricks to help create these
illusions is very useful!!

!

These three concepts (Physical Ability, Conceptual Skills and Perception Skills) can
be used as a problem solving tool when you are making paintings. Use this tool to
refine your own arts practise.

!

Take the time to notice the small moments. Really, really notice the detail. Allow
yourself to be a small child and investigate the world. At the end of the day, it is
ONLY PAINT! The worst thing that can happen is that you’ll have to paint over it!

!
!

TIP: If you paint with skill and technique, you will paint with confidence.
However if you paint with confidence, you will develop skill and technique.

This workshop is about the beach, Sun, Sand and Surf in detail. And in line with
that we’re going to make some discoveries we might not have noticed before.

!

We had a little question and answer session about what participants find
challenging about painting water, or what they’d like to learn more over this
workshop. Here are some of the issues raised:

!

• Movement
• Transparency

•
•
•
•

Reflectivity
Achieving depth
Power
Getting it to look wet

!
!
Over the course of the workshop we’ll be addressing all of these issues.
!
We can’t paint the surf without the influences of sun and sand - they’re all related.
!
An image on it’s own, can often be overwhelming to us to try and paint. We’re
going to break an image into manageable pieces so that you can put it together.

!

As artists we often look at an image and paint it without a plan. We will show you
a way of looking at water to understand each group, and trust that there will be a
process to get out of the mistakes that you will make.

!

Mark introduced the concept of “paint recipes” - a set of go-to colours for diﬀerent
circumstances to help you get a starting point on what to paint.

!
Paint Recipes:
!

Tropical Water:
Cadmium Yellow Light
Pthalo Blue
Titanium White

!

Warm Summer Skies:
Ultramarine Blue
Titanium White
Pthalo Blue (add a little as you get higher in the sky)

!

Clouds (build up from shadow areas):
Ultramarine Blue
Burnt Umber
White

!

Shadow Under Waves:
Burnt Umber +
Pthalo Blue (into deeper water)
(thin wash)

!

Shadow Under Whitewash:
Burnt Umber only, thinned

!

Sand:
Cadmium Yellow Medium
Dioxazine Purple
Titanium White
(for drier sand add more Titanium White)

!
WATER:
!
We’re going to now break the appearance of water into 4 elements:
!
•
•
•
•

!

The Light
The Surface of the Water
Colour of the Water
Sand & Substrate

The Substrate - this has a colour - rocks, sand etc will aﬀect the appearance of
water.

!
Water
!

This has a colour - what is it? You need more information first! For example, what
kind of day is it? Has it been raining? A recent shark attack?

!

A lot of things will aﬀect the colour of the water. You can think of water as being
like a filter - for example if the water is an aqua colour, the more aqua it will
become the further away from you it is!

!
The Surface/The Light
!

These elements are combined - you can’t show the surface without the light reflection - (it may not be the sky, it could be a tree, a boat, a mountain etc).

!

So what determines how much
light is shown up on the surface?

!

The angle you’re looking at. The
sky is a diﬀerent colour closer to
the horizon than higher up.

!

In the real world the water is not
perfectly flat. Relative to your eye
and the shapes of the surface of
the water, you will see a reflection (of the sky, or whatever is there relative to the
angle of your eye), and you will see the water colour through the faces of the
waves.

!
Windows and mirrors.
!
So how do you make water clear? You leave the water colour out!
!

How do you make water smooth? You represent the surface with a smoother
unbroken gradation.

!

So how do we paint water?

!

We paint the substrate first, then add the colour of the water to this substrate
colour as it gets deeper, then add refraction, and then add the surface of the water
(the light). This is a fairly easy concept to understand, not so easy to get your
brush to do it however!

!
Refraction
!

The surface of the water concentrates light so you get that lovely pattern of light
on the substrate. That is where and also when we paint the refraction.

!

NB: This is my approach - use it, or not! This is not a hard and fast rule, this
is not the definitive handbook on how to paint water!

!

Sand - what colour is sand? We’re going to assume a beach in QLD. When
there’s wet sand, there is a film of water on it. When there is damp sand and dry
sand there is not film of water on it. So what is the diﬀerence between damp sand
and wet sand? There’s more water on top of the wet sand! So you can treat wet
sand exactly the same as painting water, there’s just no water colour! This
concept of painting water applies to almost anything wet! Your wet thing becomes
the substrate, there’s no colour of the water and you paint the light at the end.
GRADATION:

!

Mark introduced the concept of using Shovel, Rake and
Broom. Use the middle part of your brush as a shovel - a
large blunt tool to move a lot of paint around quickly. You
then use a higher part of the brush as a “Rake” - smooth it
out. Finally use the “Broom” - the very tip of the brush softly
and lightly to blend your areas of gradation together.

!

Create a smooth gradation using the Shovel, Rake, Broom
technique. There are gradations everywhere! A transition of
shade, tone or hue. The better you are at mastering a
gradation of colour or tone, the better your paintings will be.

!

This is a fundamental skill which is very important to master.
We will create a smooth transition of colour!

!

You can use this skill painting almost anything - figures, walls,
skies. This translates to lots of diﬀerent situations.

!
!
!
!
!

Exercise - Tropical Water:

!
Substrate & Water:
!

Dish out Pthalo Blue, French Ultramarine Blue,
Cadmium Yellow Light and White.

!

Start at the top of your canvas and mix Pthalo
Blue, Cadmium Yellow Light and White (use
your recipe card as a reference tool). Add
more Cadmium Yellow Light and White as you
come down the canvas into shallower water.

!

TIP: Use cool colours to represent under the
water (ie Pthalo Blue and Cadmium Yellow
Light) and warm colours on top of the water (ie
sky colour of French Ultramarine Blue +
White). Sky is usually warmer than water, so this can be an easy way to remember
the colours to use.

!

A thought to ponder: maybe most of your paintings are gradations of colour with a
little bit of detail on top?

!
The Light - Refraction:
!

Firstly, Mark reiterated a little bit of theory on
perspective - that objects that are further away
from you are flatter and smaller. Also, objects
that are in deeper water, appear to have more
water colour in them. With this in mind, the
refraction in deeper water will appear to be a
darker colour (but still lighter than the
substrate).

!

Use the same colours as your gradation
above, and hold your brush loosely and on the
side to create a series of loose diamond
shapes, interconnecting here and there.

!

TIP: Try to turn your brain oﬀ when doing this
technique! As a human, your brain wants to
make patterns - if these shapes are too tessellated and not “random” enough, they
will not work. “It’s important not to set up everyone’s bulls**t alarms!”

!

TIP: With this exercise there is a process - you can recover from mistakes, have
faith that there is a process over the top if it’s not working.

!

TIP: Move from your shoulder with this technique!

!

TIP: This technique can also translate to other subjects, for example trees and
spinifex grass!

!
Waves - Theory:
!

A little bit of theory about small waves first (or, chop). Chop is caused by local
wind and is separate to swell - it can come from diﬀerent angles to the swell. (an
oﬀshore breeze causes chop to come up the face of a breaking wave, for
example).

!

A big wave is a collection of small waves. Even within a larger wave there is a
series of smaller waves - windows and mirrors. Create the mirrors with small
wavelets.
Wave Rules: The depth of the water
causes a wave to break. If the
substrate changes quickly the wave
will break more aggressively. You
can push up this illusion by thickening
up the lip. You can take this a bit
further - really look at waves and start
dissecting them. Observe what you
see. Buy a surf mag! It’s important
to know how waves behave if you are going to paint them! The harder and sharper
your line, the harder and sharper the wave will be. If the whitewash is bouncing
higher than the lip of the wave, you know that it is breaking sharply (ie the substrate
has changed quickly). You can use this knowledge to help you work out what is
wrong with your paintings. Eg a large, powerful wave will not be breaking in very
shallow water.

!

TIP: Try and look objectively at each
image you paint, that is, get rid of any
pre-conceptions or “agendas” you might
bring to that image.

!
The Light - The Surface:
!

Mix up a sky colour (reference your “Sky”
recipe strip) using French Ultramarine
Blue and White, thinned with water - and
then take most of the paint oﬀ your brush
so you have a very dry brush.

!

Using an “elliptical” motion and the very
tip of your brush on it’s edge, create
shallow scallops on your water to
represent little waves and the reflection of

the sky on the backs of those waves.

!

Add more white to this colour and
represent the lower (paler) part of the sky
that will be reflected on the backs of the
waves that are steepest. It will
accentuate the waves even further.

!

TIP: To flatten water, add sky colour!

!

TIP: Use a very dry brush at first - it’s
better to build this technique up very
slowly than go in too hard.
You decide where you want your waves
to be, how many and where.

!

TIP: Use chalk as a non-committal way
of placing your waves first. Simply wipe
oﬀ with a damp rag when dry.

!

!

TIP: Putting your waves in on an angle
can sometimes solve compositional
problems within your paintings.

Add a Glaze!
There will be less sky reflection the closer
to the viewer (ie in the shallows). In
deeper water you will see through the
face of the wave into the deeper water
(not much substrate). What is a wave? A
lump of water! You can thin Pthalo Blue
and add it with a soft touch to the areas
of the face of the wave you want to make
steeper.

!

Consider that the front of the wave will
curve and concentrate light. There is a
line of concentrated light that appears in
the face of the wave (underneath the
Pthalo Blue glaze). Use the Tropical
Water colours (lighter though where you are painting them) to create a line of light.

!

Come back with thinned Burnt Umber to create a shadow under this line of light.
Because the sun is shining through a lump of thick water (ie a wave) it will cast a
shadow.

!
!

Exercise - Brush Technique

!

Grab a small canvas and large
12-ish brush, and with thinned
paint, a dark colour, and make
the longest, thinnest line you
can. Then make as many
diﬀerent marks you can make.
This starts to show you how
much control over just one
paintbrush you can have. Know
how to use the brush you are using! Do this exercise regularly as a warm up on a
spare canvas. You will get to know your brush and the marks you can make, and
happy accidents can occur from this. This is motivating and building your skill at
the same time.

!
Brush Theory:
!

It is very important to have a relationship with your brush. You need to know what
your brush will do, at a very core level!

!

You need to start thinking about your paintbrush in a little more detail. There are
three things which will aﬀect the mark your paintbrush makes. These are:

!

• The amount of pressure you apply
• The amount of paint on your brush
• The amount of medium you use (eg water or clear painting medium etc)

!

If you think about the pressure you apply on a scale of 1-10, you can eﬀectively
create 10 diﬀerent marks just altering the pressure and nothing else. If you then
think of the amount of paint on your brush in the kind of scale, you’ve now got 10 x
10 variables in the mark you can make. If you then add medium to this as well,
you’ve now got 10 x 10 x 10 diﬀerent marks you can make. Just with one brush.

!

Knowing this can help you to make adjustments. You need to start thinking about
the properties of your paintbrushes. You’ll end up knowing which ones will work
and what you need to adjust as far as the amount of paint, pressure & medium
goes. Think about the mark you want to make before you make it - this process
will eventually become more intuitive over time and with practise!

!

TIP: You need half the brushes you think you need. You don’t need expensive
brushes!

!
Every single time you pick up a paintbrush you learn something.
!

TIP: Paint is simply glue and coloured grit. Adding water to thin your paint means
that the glue will be broken down. When the water evaporates and dries, your
pigment will dry flat to the canvas. However using a dedicated medium means

your pigment is suspended in plastic.
Meaning when it dries it is suspended a little
way from your canvas, creating luminosity as
the light bounces through it and back to your
eye.

!

TIP: Keep a spare canvas next to your “real”
painting in order to practise a technique
before committing it to your “real” one. Don’t
try and get your practise in in the grand final.

!

TIP: Do something diﬀerent to open doors
for you creatively! Think of your next painting
as an exercise. When you’re open to making
mistakes you often create something wonderful!!

!
Exercise - Into Shallows & Sand:
!

Dish up some Cadmium Yellow Medium and Dioxazine Purple alongside your other
colours.

!

Take your first “tropical water” gradation further down, so start with the shallowest
colour you had from the first exercise: Pthalo Blue, Cadmium Yellow Light and
White, and add more Cadmium Yellow Light and White as you come down the
canvas. Refer to your recipe strip for “Shallows into Sand” for the colours too.

!

Mix French Ultramarine Blue and White to
create the wet sand transition (painting the
reflection of the sky).

!

The add a tiny bit of Cadmium Yellow
Medium and a tiny bit of Dioxazine Purple ( 3
hairs on your paintbrush) to white to create a
band of damp sand.

!

Then take a tiny bit of this colour and white
to White to create a band of dry sand.

!

Now we’re going to look at the structure of
this painting - so where you want your
waves, your darks, lights and lines and
shapes. Chalk in some small waves
(wavelets) if you like, using white chalk.

!

A wave, as it rears up will also cast a concentrated shadow on the ground. Use
thinned Burnt Umber to line in the shadows on your waves. Remember the

foreground waves will have sharper lines (including the shadow line), the
background waves will be less distinct.

!

A wave is basically a concave shape,
meaning the wave as a line, will concentrate
light in a line roughly parallel to it’s face. Use
a mix of Cadmium Yellow Light + White +
tiny amount of Pthalo Blue and add this
concentrated line.

!

Next create some refraction on this water
using a mix of Cadmium Yellow Light, tiny bit
of Pthalo Blue and White (see your recipe
strip for Water).

!

This process can have a little bit of back and
forth - you may decide your refraction needs
bumping up after all this!

!

Add the surface of the water mixing the sky
colour of French Ultramarine Blue and
White, and thinning the paint mix, take most
of it oﬀ your brush and create soft elliptical
shapes reflecting the sky.

!

Come back with sky colour + more white
and add this colour to the edge of the waves
that are breaking.

!

Then you can mix a slightly deeper water
colour and add this colour to the top of the
face of the waves.

!

A bit of theory on perspective first: the
theory is that parallel and level lines will eventually meet on the horizon (vanishing
point). Water is roughly level, therefore a broken wave that has left suds behind
that are roughly parallel will have a
vanishing point. The great thing
about painting waves is that you
can have more than one vanishing
point (waves coming from diﬀerent
directions)! This is a fun way of
creating movement and interest in
your painting, and also a great
composition tool.

!

Create some tiny broken wavelets on the wet sand using thinned white (only thin it
down enough so it will flow).

!

Use pure, thinned white and add whitewash trails to the shallow water area using
an elliptical motion to create “suds”. Hold your flat brush level and follow roughly
the direction of the whitewash vanishing points, making small ellipses using the
flat of your brush. (Parallel to the bottom of your canvas). This colour will diminish
as it dries. That’s ok - it goes a little bit blue as it dries normally anyway. It will
appear as though it is reflecting some sky! Bonus!

!

Whitewash tends to collect together as “strands”, and they roughly point in the
direction from which the wave has
come, and secondly as they
dissipate they disappear.

!

Come back and re-establish the
white line at the face of the wave.

!

Then create some reflections on the
sand using thinned pure white, and
directly under the whitewash line
create some horizontal lines.

!

Dry your brush and create vertical
reflection lines on the wet sand ares
(finish these at the transition point
between the wet and damp sand).
(You can turn your canvas upside
down to do this if you like).

!
!

Remember: Wet brush across, dry brush down.

Mix a shadow colour using Burnt Umber, Pthalo Blue and White, thin it down, and
paint a thin line directly under the edge of the whitewash.

!

You can then add Burnt Umber, thinned with water so that the colour is almost
imperceptible when first applied, under the whitewash circles, to give a tiny bit of
separation between the wet sand and whitewash.

!

You may have to come back and bump up your whitewash a little bit. There may
be a little bit of back and forth with this whole process.

!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Day 2:

!
The Painting!
!

We’re going to paint our large canvas, but have
another small canvas, and your palette to
experiment on. We’ll create a typically
Australian curved bay, with a headland and
some sand dunes and a bank of clouds.

!

Mark spent a little bit of time going over
perspective, and the particular the shape that a
bay makes when viewed from the beach level
and from above. Getting the shapes right here
is very important, as it is a structural element
that affects and determines the size and shape of objects in the vicinity. The shape,
when viewed from the beach, is like a backwards tick. Spend time also to get your
horizon right. (Not a ruler edge line! It needs to be sensitive to the sky colour).

!
Objects closer to the horizon will appear flatter (and smaller).
!

Waves follow the shape of the bay - painting the swell to follow the curve of the bay
can be difficult to render convincingly.
We roughed in the elements using thinned
Napthol Red Light. At the same time we’re
roughing in the small canvas. This is the time
you can move elements around (in your own
painting process) and get the bones down, and
get them correct! This is your construction
process and is a very important foundation.
However you can still make adjustments along
the way. There will be a process that covers
some indiscretions.

!

Make sure that your mountain range is higher
than the horizon. Otherwise, it will look very
weird.

!

We’re going to dish out your paints now:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

!

White
Cadmium Yellow Light
Cadmium Yellow Medium
Pthalo Blue
French Ultramarine Blue
Dioxazine Purple

• Burnt Umber

!
Sky:
!

We’ll start with the sky gradation - mix
mostly White with a little bit of French
Ultramarine Blue and start at the horizon,
leaving the bank of clouds. Use your
“Sky” recipe strip for reference here.

!

Add tiny bit more French Ultramarine
Blue and add in a band and blend
upwards - this gradation doesn’t have to
be a perfect gradation, the sky can have
a little bit of “broken-ness” to suggest
high wispy clouds.

!

Add more French Ultramarine Blue to this
mix and eventually a tiny bit of Pthalo Blue
towards the top of the canvas to deepen and cool the high part of the sky.

!

Come back with White while the paint is still wet, and start to form the cloud banks,
letting the colours bleed together a little bit. When most of this white is off your
brush you can suggest those high, streaky & wispy clouds if you like.

!

TIP: Get out of jail free card - gradation - if your gradation isn’t perfect, you can use
clouds to make your transitions less apparent. Use thinned white paint and create
more high wispy clouds. You can soften your clouds on the horizon so it looks like
they recede into the distance.

Hills:

!

!

Mix a tiny touch of Dioxazine Purple and
Cadmium Yellow Light - you won’t need
much paint for this part. Add a tiny bit of
Pthalo Blue and a tad of white to this mix.
This is an Australian bay which will tend
toward the olive greens more than the
tropical.

!

Mix the sky colour (French Ultramarine
Blue + White) with your hill/tree colour and
start your band of hills. Add more sky
colour to this mix to create hills in the
distance (adding sky colour pushes them
backwards). Use more of this green mix to
bring the hills forward. If your hills are too

close, dry brush over them strategically with the sky colour to push them into the
distance further.

!

TIP: The Dioxazine Purple and Cadmium Yellow Light will “brown-ify” it, the
Cadmium Yellow Light and the Pthalo Blue will “green-ify” it.

!
Ocean:
!
!

Start near the horizon with Pthalo Blue mixed with sky colour of French Ultramarine
Blue + White, in a band (this is reflecting the sky because it is in the distance).

!

Then add Pthalo Blue neat to this colour and paint in your deep water section,
curving it around the bay shape.

!

Add Cadmium Yellow Light and White to make your lovely clear shallow water
colour. Add more Cadmium Yellow Light and White as you come into the shallows
further.

!

Then clean your brush! Mix your sky colour to represent the band of wet sand at
the edge of the water. French Ultramarine Blue + White in a band, blending up into
the greener water.

!
You can come back and add a little more sky colour if you need to.
!

This whole painting so far is basically gradations of colour - you can see how
important it is to master a gradation of colour.

!
!
Damp Sand:
!

Mix your sand colour using
Dioxazine Purple, Cadmium Yellow
Medium & White. Add a tiny touch
of French Ultramarine Blue to this
mix. Why? Because the damp
sand will reflect the sky in a small
way. The French Ultramarine Blue
(+ white) is the sky colour in this
painting.

!

Add more white and a tiny bit of
Cadmium Yellow Medium to this
colour to represent the drier sand,
keeping in mind perspective and
narrowing the bands towards the
middle of the canvas (as it gets
further away from you). You can

clean and dry your brush and drag it over the transition point to soften it.

!

We added a couple of pools, using the wet sand colour to shape them, and then
painted them using the sky colour (as they are flat relative to our eye and will reflect
the sky). Keep the pools transition edges fairly sharp.

!

Use neat white now and paint your foreground sand - painting out the sand dunes
as you go.

!
Background Dunes:
!

We added some drier sand colour to the base of the distant hills to represent sand
dunes, Fraser Island for example. Keep it a little indistinct so it looks distant.

!
Waves:
!

You can chalk in your waves first if you
like, being sensitive to the shape of the
bay, and also that the waves in this
image are quite small.

!

Use Pthalo Blue, thinned, with most of
this paint taken off your brush, and
with a soft touch, start to create the
suggestion of the faces of the waves.

!

Next grab some sky colour (French
Ultramarine Blue + White) and with a
dry brush, and broad, soft strokes,
follow the curve of the bay add this
colour to where you want the flat areas
between your waves. The waves will
be small which means there won’t be
much space between your areas of sky reflection colour.

!

Thin this sky colour down (with water) and start to define the front edges of your
waves. Use the edge of a small chisel (flat) to create a thin line. Fading it back off
the back of the wave helps add to the illusion of the waves being scallop shaped.

!

Add your “windows” to the face of these waves using your Water colour of Pthalo
Blue, Cadmium Yellow Light and White, and add in a soft line pretty much in the
middle of your Pthalo Blue areas. As you come into the foreground wave faces add
more shallow water colour (more Cadmium Yellow Light and White) for your
“windows”.

!

Come back with neat white to add whitewash to the areas of broken waves. Use
the edge of a small chisel (flat) for this technique (you can paint in a cross-hatch
fashion here if you like).

!

NB: Your whitewash will not be higher or lower than the face of your wave! It will
generally not bounce higher than the face of your waves. Only aggressively
breaking waves will have the whitewash bouncing higher than the face of the
waves.

!

Start to define the broken areas of the waves. Use neat white, thinned right down
in order to get a nice flowing line. You may have to come back and go over this
with white, as it will dry back slightly transparent when it’s thinned.

!

A little bit of wave theory - Staggered waves can mean that there is a gently sloping
sand bank. Mark went into “Ideal Surf Conditions 101” a little bit, just to understand
a surfer’s point of view regarding waves, and also how the whitewash trails behave
on particular waves. If a wave is breaking evenly to the left and right (ie an ideal
beach break from a surfers point of view), there will be a “triangle” of whitewash
behind it. You can use this knowledge, but ensure you flatten the triangle being
sensitive to perspective rules.

!

Use your chisel brush on it’s edge, and apply the elliptical whitewash-y patterns,
being sensitive to the fact that the horizon is level, water is level and anything sitting
on top of the water will be level.

!

You can then add with a very dry brush and your leftover white from the earlier
wave exercise to flatten the areas between the waves - this will dry back a little
“blue” which saves you from having to reflect the sky on those bits! Bonus!

!

You can mix a colour with Dioxazine Purple, Cadmium Yellow Light, Pthalo Blue
and White and reflect the distant
hills on the edge of the wet
sand.

!
Reflections of the Whitewash:
!
Use a small flat brush loaded
with white, and apply very softly
in a downwards direction where
the whitewash is - DO NOT go
over the face of the next wave.
Reflections in the water show
up where the areas are flat - the
faces of waves are rearing up,
and therefore not flat!

!

Remember: for reflections dry brush down, wet brush
across.

!

Turn your canvas upside down to reflect the clouds up to the edge of the wet sand
edge (that band of sky blue at the edge of the water).

!
Add these vertical reflections to your “puddles” as well.
!

Use Burnt Umber thinned with water, to create a shadow line under the faces of
your waves (at the base). Waves can cast a shadow.

!

Use thinned burnt umber to create a shadow line under the broken waves in the
foreground as well.

!

Whitewash is a solid thing, therefore it will have a shadow. To create shadows in
your whitewash, mix Pthalo Blue, Burnt Umber and White, and add to the base of
your broken whitewash in a line across the underside, pushing up randomly into the
body of the whitewash a little. This will create the lovely “bounce” that whitewash
has. (see our Youtube clip at the end of these notes on “Shadows in Waves”).

!

TIP: Reflections point towards you (vertical), shadows point towards (or away from)
the light source.

!

At this point you might like to bump up your whitewash with neat white.

!
Foreground Dunes:
!

Establish foreground dunes with grasses. Mix Cadmium Yellow Medium, Pthalo
Blue and White, and with a beaten up, dry brush, lightly feather some grass in to
start to establish the shape of the dunes. Add a little bit more Cadmium Yellow
Medium and White to that mix, and water, and add another layer of grass to give
some dimension to the sand dunes. You can come back and add a darker layer of
grass if you think it needs this.

!

Then use the earlier “rolling
refraction” brush technique with a
small chisel brush (or any way that
works for you!), and thinned Burnt
Umber to create grassy tendrils
extending down from the grass and
further shaping the dunes.

!
Tidy Ups:
!

Add a little bit of French
Ultramarine Blue to Burnt Umber
and add some posts to lead your
eye in if you like. Add white to this
colour to create a highlight down
one side.

!

Use a mix of French Ultramarine Blue, Dioxazine Purple, Cadmium Yellow Medium
and White to create shadows and undulations, places everything and creates the
time of day.

!

Use neat white to define the edges of the clouds a little bit, bring the edges closer
to the horizon - fix up any horizon errors that might be glaring.

!

Remember that this is an exercise and as such, a rough guide designed to
investigate concepts. Don’t give up your responsibility to observe and make
alterations.

!

THANKS SO MUCH TO EVERYONE FOR A
WONDERFUL TIME IN STANTHORPE!
!

For support material about what you learnt over the weekend, check out
these pages from our website:

!

www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/ocean-landscapes.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/perspective-in-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-water.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/painting-waves.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/rock-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/gradation.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/free-painting-lessons.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/brush-technique.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/paintbrushes.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/acrylic-glazing.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/how-to-paint-clouds.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/shadow-painting.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/support-files/aa013defaultsettingtropicalwater.pdf
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/support-files/AA007SSDefaultSettings.pdf
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/Acrylics_Anonymous-acrylics-anonymous-019.html
www.explore-acrylic-painting.com/color-mixing-guide.html

!

Please subscribe to our free monthly ezine Acrylics Anonymous if you
haven’t already done so!!!

!
!
!

and these video clips! (subscribe to our Youtube channel for all the latest
clips):

!
!

Brush Technique:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=icWYYJHJFVc

!

Painting Waves - Dry Brush Technique:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bgNhoede9AI

!

How to Paint Wet Rocks:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y4qv1uzfW7E

!

Learn How To Paint - Gradation:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vy-Z0FQ2kpg

!

Acrylic Painting Techniques - Shadows in Waves:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OfIAtF-0UoM

!

Acrylic Painting Techniques - Reflections in Whitewash:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IUDJHY9h9fA

!

Acrylic Painting Tips - Colour Matching:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5gzJuX8EEU

!

How to Paint Water - Refraction:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzCGPAUXJOg

!

Acrylic Painting Techniques - Glazing:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spJETxwJsdk

!

How To Paint Shadows:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDut2Tma1QU

!

Painting Waves - Perspective in Whitewash:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TDvlwo_e9JI

!

Acrylic Painting Techniques - Glazing - How to Paint Water:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spJETxwJsdk

!

Faux Painting - Granite Effects:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzdtubMMv-s

!

How To Paint Tropical Water - Recipe Cards:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vH8xAeu6njY

!

April 11th Webinar Promo:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LETOyuON6yk

!

Tropical Beach V-log Episode 1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0fiDO1UagEU

!

Mark’s Palette Setup:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57krxyDyagY

!

Overheard in class:
“That’s called “animal cunning”. Or laziness. You choose!”
“That means every time I make a mark I’ve got a one in one thousand
chance of getting it right!”
“How do I stop the streaks? Keep your clothes on!”
“I think I’ve put my fluff on top of the wave!”

Christmas Puds
Ingredients:
1kg Fruit Cake Crumbs (dark is good)
1/2 cup toasted desiccated coconut
1/4 - 1/2 cup rum
1 cup White Chocolate Melts
small zip lock bag
silver cachous for decorating

Method:
•

Mix the coconut into the fruit cake crumbs, and mix enough rum
to bring the mixture to a nice consistency of sticking together.

•

Make small balls and place on a large flat takeaway container.

•

Melt the white chocolate (I use a small zip lock bag and melt
about 20 melts, using 10 second bursts on the microwave on
high, until they’re melted - takes about 30-40 seconds all up).

•

Snip the corner off the ziplock back and drizzle over the top so
it looks like custard on a Christmas Pud.

•

Add the silver cachous to the top and voila!

•

Suitable to freeze (if they last that long!)

Om Yummy Nom Nomsss!! !

ingredients:

Rosie Delights

250g unsalted butter, chopped, softened
1/4 cup pure icing sugar, sifted
2 tsp vanilla extract
2 tsp rosewater
1 tbsp water
1 egg yolk
Extra 1 1/2 cups pure icing sugar
1 tbsp milk
Extra 10g unsalted butter
Red food colouring, to tint
Dried rose petals, to decorate

method:
1. Preheat oven to 160C. Line 2 large oven trays with baking
paper. Put butter, sugar, vanilla & rosewater in the bowl
forms.
2.

until smooth. Roll out, in batches between 2 sheets of

cut out rounds, re-rolling dough as necessary. Transfer to
prepared trays, 2cm apart.
3. Bake for 20 minutes or until biscuits are light golden
brown. Cool on trays.
4. Sift extra icing sugar into a bowl. Microwave milk &
extra butter for 20 seconds or until milk is hot & butter
is melted. Slowly add to sugar, stirring until smooth and
thick. Tint with food colouring until desired colour is
achieved.
5. Spread icing onto biscuits, sandwich together if desired, or
for single biscuits just ice the top and sprinkle with rose
petals while icing is still wet.
6. Stand until icing is set. Suitable to freeze.

...enjoy!!

